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1. Introduction
In this paper we prove a lifting result for local cohomology. As a special case we get
the following result for the Serre-cohomology over a projective variety:
PROPOSITION (1-1). Let jFbe a coherent sheaf over X, where X is a projective variety
over an algebraically closed field k. Let i ^ 0 and assume that there is a pencil ?$ of hyper-
plane sections which is in general position with respect to & (which means that x$H,
VzeAss(,F)> VHep), and such that for each Hety Hi(X,&r\H(n)) = 0, Vw <^  0. Then
As an application of our result we give a completely elementary proof of Serre's
finiteness theorem (7) for cohomology of coherent sheaves over projective varieties.
This also gives a special case of Grothendieck's finiteness theorem (5), namely the
graded case. In fact, we shall prove this result for local cohomology supported in the
homogenous maximal ideal of a graded algebra of finite type over a discrete valuation
ring.
The proof of (1 • 1) will furnish a number peZ such that Hl(X, 8? \
 H(n)) = 0, Vn < p.
It seems interesting to know, how small n must be to guarantee that Hi+1(X, !F(ri)) = 0.
In (4-8) a corresponding bound for n is given; this bound is obtained by following the
arguments of the proof. But except in very special cases, it is far from being
optimal.
For general references (in particular with respect to notations) see: (l), (4) concerning
ideal transforms, (5) for local cohomology, (6), (7) for Serre cohomology, (6) for general
algebraic geometry, (8) for general commutative algebra.
2. A lifting principle for graded modules
PROPOSITION (2-1). Let A = Ao © Ax © A2 © ... be a graded ring such that Ao = k
is an algebraically closed field. Let H = © n £ Z # n oe a graded A-module. Let V £ Ax be
a 2-dimensional k-vector space satisfying:
(a) For all heH there is aveN with Vh = 0.
(6) For allxe V — (0) (0: x)H is an A-module of finite length.
Then H is an A-module of finite length.
Proof: Let x, y be a &-basis of V. As (0: x)n is of finite length, there is a c e N such that
(0: x)Hn = 0 as soon as \n\ > c. Let n > c. We want to show that Hn = 0. So let heHn.
By hypotheses (a) we find a least integer fi ^ 0 such that aPh = 0. If /i = 0, clearly
h = 0. The case/i > 0 is excluded as x^he (0: #)j?n+ , = 0. So we get Hn = 0, VTC > 0.
This implies in particular that Hc c (0: x)H. By hypotheses (6) we conclude that
dimfc(//c) < oo. Moreover we have dimfc(0: x)H < oo, Vrc < c. So, the sequences
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X
0 -+ (0: x)Hn -> Hn -+ Hn+1 -» 0 show (by descending induction) that dimfc (Hn) < oo for
all n. Moreover dimfc (Hn) takes a constant value d for all n < 0, as
for n < c, which follows as x: Hn_x -> £?n then is injective. It remains to show that
d = 0.
To show this, we set Un = {(c1; c2) e k2\xcx + yc%: Hn_x -> Hn is injective}. Let e^..., es
be a basis of Hn-\\ fv . . . , / t a basis ofHn. For appropriate elements
we have a^ = T,iaiJfp yet = Sj&.y/,, thus
^ f i (* = ! » • • • . * ) •
Therefore (^,03)6 ?7n iff the rank of the matrix {<xiticx+ftit}C2\i = l , . . . ,s ; j= 1,...,<)
equals s. But this means that at least one of the s x s minors of the matrix in question
does not vanish. This shows that Un is a (Zariski-) open subset of A2.
Now, let (cx, c2) G Un, with n < c. Then, putting z = xcx + yc2, z: Hn_x -> Hn is injective.
Moreover x: Hn_2 -> Hn_1 is injective. So, by the diagram
c
2 :
 ^n-2 ~* ^ n-i is injective too. It follows (clt c2) e Un_v We thus get the following
chain of inclusions: TI <-n 1- TJ <-
Uc — U c - \ -• Uc-2 — • • • •
Finally let (c1;c2)eA;2-{(0,0)}. Then z: = xcx + yc2 belongs to F - (0 ) . Thus, for all
n < 0, z: Hn_x -> Hn is injective. This shows that (cx, c2)e?7n for some n < c. Conse-
quently we have A2 —{(0,0)} = Um<c^i- As ^2~{(0,0)} is quasicompact we find an
n0 < c such that k2 — {(0,0)} = UnQ. By decreasing n0 if necessary, we may assume that
diiak(Hno_1) = dixak(Hno) = d. By our choice of n0, r: i40- i ~* Hna then becomes an
isomorphism for all z e F - ( 0 ) .
Assume now that d > 0. Let d>: Hn ^- Hn , be the inverse oix:Hn , -> /L . Then
^ o y is an automorphism oiHn^_±, which has an Eigenvalue A s k. So, for a h e #„„_! — (0)
we have </>oy(h) = AA, thus y(A) = xo<fioy(h) = A#(A), thus (y — Ax)h = 0. As
y — Ax e F — (0,0) we get a contradiction.
COROLLARY (2-2). Let (Ao, m0) be noetherian and local. Let A = Ao © Ax © A2 © ...
be a graded A0-algebra and assume that A0/m0 is algebraically closed. Let H = ®nez^n
be a graded A-module and assume that there is a set U £ Ax satisfying the following
properties:
(a) U = {u = umodmoA^ue U} is of the form F - (0 ) , where V £ AJXIIQAJ^ is a
k-vectorspace of dimension 2.
(b) For all heH there isaveN with U"h = 0.
(c) For allxe U, (0: x)B is an A-module of finite length.
Then H is an A-module of finite length.
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Proof. By the arguments of the proof of (2-1) we first see, that there exists a c e N
such that Hn = 0 for Wi > c, that fdo(Hn) < oo for all n and thatfAi)(Hn) takes a constant
value d for n <^  0. Thereby fAo stands for the .40-length. Of course we have to show
again that d = 0. As Hn is of finite length over Ao we have vn^Hn = 0 for an appro-
priate veN. This shows that Hn = 0 if and only if (0: mo)ffn = 0. As
(0: Tno)jyn = ((0: m0A)B)n,
we have to show that H': = (0: mo-4)H is of finite length. Clearly H' also satisfies our
hypotheses. So we may replace H by # ' , this assuming that (m0A)H = 0. Now,
H becomes a graded module over A': = A/m0A = ®n>0An/m0An. Replacing A by
A' and C7 by its canonical image U does not affect our hypotheses. So we may replace
A by A', thus assuming that Ao = k is an algebraically closed field. But now we are in
the situation of (2-1), and our conclusion is clear.
Example (2-3). We show that (2-1) needs not to hold, if k is not algebraically closed.
Let A; = U, W = R2. Let0, i/r: TF-> TF the linear maps given with respect to the canonical
basis of R2 by the matrices A^ = I 1 , ^ = 1 I .< Then for all A,/f e R2 we
have det (\<j>+iif) = det ( " ^ 2 / i ) = A2 - w2 + 4/i2 = A2 + 3/i2. So, A0 +/*^ is an
\--ifi A-fi/
isomorphism whenever (A,/t) 4= (0,0). Now, put
A = U[X, Y], H= ...®W@W@...®W,
such that //„ = W, Vrc < 0, /7n = 0, Vrc > 0. Now, defining X: Hn_x -> Hn resp.
T: //„_! -> Hnby $ resp. ^  if « < 0, and by 0 if n > 0, H becomes a graded -4-module.
Now, let V = Ax = RX + R7. By the previous remark we have (0: z)H = Ho= W
for all ze V— (0). So (a) of (2-1) holds. (6) clearly also is satisfied. But obviously His not
of finite length.
Remark (2-4). There is a version of (2-1), which holds for arbitrary ground fields k.
We namely only need to assume that (a) and (b) hold 'universally', e.g. that these
properties remain valid under finite algebraic extensions of the ground field. A
similar statement holds for (2-2) (see (2)).
3. Application to Cohomology
In this section let (Ao,m0) be a noetherian local ring. Let A = Ao © Ax © A2 © ...
be a graded ^lo-algebra of finite type such that A = -40[^i]- By 9JI we denote the
maximal homogeneous ideal mo©^41©^42© ••••
Let M = n@neZMn be a graded A -module. Then the local cohomology modules
H^(M) are canonically graded. This follows from the fact that Ext^ (A/m™.)
calculated in the category of graded A -modules, coincides with the ordinary corre-
sponding functor (see (2), (3))).
More precisely: If M and N are graded .4-modules, M = ®nMn, N = ©„-#„, we
say that an -4-homomorphism a: M -*• N is homogeneous of degree d if a(Mn) £ Nn+d,
a
for all neZ. Expressing this fact by writing M -> N we have (see (2)):
o
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LEMMA (3-1). Let 0 -> M > N > P -> 0 be a short exact sequence of graded
(d) (s)
A-modules. Then, the cohomology sequence takes the form
0 -* B*m(M) • H»m(N) > HUP) > &m(M) >
(d) («> (s-d) (d)
> H*m(N) > Hlx(P) • EPm(M) -*.. . .
(d) (s) (~s-d)
In the sequel, assume that M is finitely generated and graded over A. An element
x e A is said to be filter-regular (see (9)) (/-regular) with respect to M, if it is regular
with respect to M/Tm(M), where Fm(M) stands for the m-torsion
U,(0: m?)M
I t is equivalent to say that x$ Uf eAss(M)-{m}f
In particular, if Ao = k is a field and if a; is a form of degree d(xeAd), x is/-regular
iff it is quasi-regular with respect to M. This latter means that (0: x)M vanishes in all
X
large degrees or, equivalently, that the ^I0-homomorphisms Mn -> Mn+d are injective
for all large n. Geometrically this is expressed by the fact that the hypersurface
V(x) = Proj (A/xA) £ X: = Proj (A) does not meet Ass (M), M being the (coherent)
C^-sheaf induced by M.
In general if Ao is not necessarily a field, /-regularity implies quasi-regularity, but
not conversely.
A set U £ Ax is called a pencil if it is a system of representatives of a set V — {0},
where V £ A1/maA1 is a A0/m0-vector space of dimension 2.
LEMMA (3-2). Let |^40/m0| = oo. Let M be a graded A-module which is finitely generated.
Assume that dim (A0/m0 ®A ^4/f) > 1 for all f eAss(Jf) — {m}. Then there is a pencil
U £ Ax which consists of elements x which are f-regular with respect to M.
Proof. Let {fx,..., fg} = Ass (M) — {m}. By hypothesis we have
dim (Bt: = A0/m0 ®AoA/\t) > 1
for all te{l,...,s}. As Bt = AJmo[Al/(maAx + '\tr\ A1)],A1/(m0A1 + f t f ! ^ ) must be
a i : = A0/m0 vector space of dimension > 1 for all t in question. As k is infinite,
we therefore find a subspace V of Ax/m0Ax such that
V n [Ut(ft n 4 1 + m041)/m0il1] = {o}.
Choosing a system U of representatives of V — {0} = Ax we must have x^Uf=ift f° r
all x e U. But this is the requested property.
A pencil V as in (3-2) will be called a pencil of/-regular elements with respect to M.
Remark (3-3). The proof of (3-2) shows that we may even choose
where {qx,..., qr} is a set of homogeneous primes of A satisfying
> 1 fori = l,...,r.
Remark (3-4). Let Ao = k be algebraically closed. Let X = Proj (A) and let & be a
coherent 0,,-sheaf. Then U c Ax is a pencil of /-regular elements with respect to
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= M), iff %v: = {Proj (A/xA) = : Hx\x e U} is in general position with respect to
& in the sense of (1-1) (3-2) states, that 3? admits pencils ty of hyperplane sections if
A8s(^") contains no closed points of X. In fact, as shown by the proof of (3-2), in
this case the generic pencil of hyperplane sections is in general position with respect
toJ*\
PROPOSITION (3-5). Assume that A0/m0 is algebraically closed. Let M be a finitely
generated and graded A-module. Let U £ Axbe a pencil of f-regular elements with respect
to M. Let ieN and assume that M\^x(MjxM) is of finite length (over A) for all xeA.
Then Hlm(M) is of finite length.
Proof. Let M = M/Tm(M). Then it holds Wm(M) ~ H^M). If i > 1, it also holds
H*n\MfxM) ~ H^MfxM). Hi = l.H^^S/xS) = Tm{M/xM)is of finite length.
All x e U are JJf-regular, thus in particular /-regular with respect to M. So we may
replace M by M to prove our claim. Therefore we may assume that the elements xeU
are all regular with respect to M. This leads to exact sequences
0 > M - 1 * M > M/xM > 0.
( + 1) (0)
x
So, in cohomology we obtain exact sequences H^1(M/xM) -> H^M) -> H^(M) for
all xeU. Now we conclude by (2-2).
Remark (3-6). To prove (1*1), write $* = M and use the well known relations
®nH*(X,*(n)) = Ht+HM) (i > 0)
®nH°(X,^{n)) = Dm(M)
(7) and observe (3-4).
(For the definition of Dm and its basic properties see (1) or (4).)
4. The finiteness theorem
We begin with a preliminary result:
LEMMA (4-1). Let (B,n) be a discrete valuation ring. Then there is an integral flat
extension B' of B such that (B',nBr) is again a discrete valuation ring and such that
B'/nB' is the algebraic closure ofB/n.
Proof. Let K be the quotient field of B, L its algebraic closure. Let 95 be the family of
all integral extension rings C c L of B for which (C, nC) is a discrete valuation ring.
Then BeSQ. Moreover B -+ C is flat by ((8), 21.D) for all Ce33. Let C = u C\, where
Ct {tel) is an ascending chain of 93. Then C is integral over B and nC is the unique
maximal ideal of C, where n = nB. If C, £ Cc (i,i'el), Gc is faithfully flat overC,.
This shows that nnC nC, = i^C, for all n. We thus must have n -nnC = 0. So (C, nC)
is again a discrete valuation ring. This shows that 93 has a maximal member, say B'.
We have to show that B'/nB' is algebraically closed. Assuming the opposite, there is
a unitary polynomial/e B'[X] whose image modulo nB' is irreducible and of degree > 1.
Put B" = B'[X]/(f). B" is finite over B'. (n,f) is the unique maximal ideal of B'[X]
which contains/and n. So nB" is the unique maximal ideal of B".
There is a c e L — B' with /(c) = 0. So JB = .B ^ .B ' i sa homomorphic image of B", by
means of an epimorphism A: B" -> B, which sends Xmod/(X) to c and which acts
8 P S P 92
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identically on B'. So nB = X{nB") is the unique maximal ideal of B. As X(n) + 0, we
have nB #= 0. So A is an isomorphism. Thus .Be93, which contradicts the supposed
maximality of B'.
LEMMA (4.2). Let A be a homomorphic image of a regular ring. LetJ c A be an ideal
and let M be a finitely generated A-module. Then Hj(M) is finitely generated iff
A*((J + f)/(f)) * 1/or a« fe Ass (if).
Proof. See ((l), (3-1)) and use the sequence
M -> Dj{M) -» H]r{M) -> 0.
Now, let A = Ao © Ax © ... be as in the previous section. For a finitely generated
A -module M which is graded, we introduce the following three invariants:
(4-3) em(M) = min {i\H^(M) not finitely generated}.
(4-4) cm(M) = min {depth (Jff) + &(m/f)|f eSpec(^), f g m}.
(4-5) cm(M) — min {depth (Jff) + ht{m/\ )|f eSpec (^ 4), m # f, f homeogeneous}.
We now give the announced elementary proof of the homogeneous finiteness
theorem which (using the conventions min {<fi} = oo, depth (0) = oo) may be stated as
PROPOSITION (4-6). Let Ao be afield or a discrete valuation ring. Let
A = A0@A1@Ai®...
be a noetherian graded ring with A = A^A-^\. Let M be a finitely generated and graded
A-module. Then
Proof. Obviously we have cm(M) < cm (M). So it remains to prove em(M) < cm(M)
and em(M) > cm(M). Putting M=M/*n{M) we clearly have em(M) = em{M),
cm(M) = cm(M) and cm(M) = cm(M). Generally it also is clear that em(M) ^ 1,
cm(M) > 1. To prove em(M) < cm(M) we assume that H^M) is finitely generated for
i = 0,..., h (h ^ 0) and prove that h < cm(M). Thereby M needs not to be graded. For
h = 0, there is nothing to prove. So let h > 0. As remarked above we may replace M by
M, thus assuming that Ym(M) = 0. Now let f e Spec (.4) such that f ^ m. We have
to show that depth (i/f) + Af(m/f) > h. If f 6 Ass (if), we choose an ikf-regular
element x e m (such an x exists as m £ Ass (M)). We then find a minimal prime divisor
q of XA+] such that q £ m. As h > 0 H\n(M) is finitely generated. So, by (4.2),
A«(tn/f) > 1. By Krull's lemma we have A<(q/f) = 1. So clearly q $ m. By ((8), p. 99)
we have q e Ass (M/xM). As x is M-regular, we have a regular sequence
0 -> M % M -> M/xM -> 0,
which implies in cohomologyl/j^jlif) -•>• H^iM/xM) -+ H^(M), thus showing that
H^1(M jxM) is finitely generated for all i < h.
Therefore we have, by induction, ht(m/q) = ht(m/(\) + depth ((if/xM)q) >h-\.
I t follows ht(ra/\) > ht(m/q) > h. If f^  Ass (if) we either find an f0 $ m such that
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f £ foeAss(ilf) or we have that f contains an element z which is regular with
respect to Mm. In the first case we get by the previous argument that
depth (iff) + ^(m/f) > &(m/f) > ht(xn/\0) = A*(m/fo) + depth (iff) > h.
In the second case the regularity of x induces a sequence
0 -> Mm X Mm -> (M/xM)m -+ 0,
which induces exact sequences Hfc^Mm) -> H^^M/xM)^ -+ H^(Mm). As each
element of H^(.) is annihilated by some power of m it follows
So the above sequences show that H\^\M/xM) is finitely generated for all i s£ h.
Applying induction we get
depth {M() + ht(mtf) = depth ((M/xMty + M(m/\) +1 > h-1 + 1 = h.
Thus we have shown the inequality em(M) ^ cm(M).
To prove (emM) ^ cm(M) we apply (4-1) and let A'o be the algebraic closure of Ao,
if Ao is a field, resp. (Ao,xnoA'o) be an integral flat extension of (A0,m0) which is a
discrete valuation ring with algebraically closed residue field, in case (Ao, m0) is a
discrete valuation ring. Now let
A' = A'o®AoA, M' = A'0®AiiM = A'®AM, m'=
Then A' is again of the requested type, and M' is finitely generated and graded over
A'. As A' is integral over A we have ^jvc\A' = m'. So, using the flat base change
property of local cohomology, we get Hjm,{M') = H^A' ®AM) = A' ®AH\n{M).
As A -> A' is faithfully flat we obtain em.(M') = em(M). Next, let f $ m, f $ m' be
primes of A resp. A' such that f n A = f. Then, as A -> A' is flat and integral, we
have ht(m'/Y) = A<(m/f) and depth (M'r) = depth (Ar ®A^M^) = depth (mf) ((8),
21-C.]. Therefore we have depth (M'r) + ht(tri/]') = depth (Mf) + ht{mtf). If f $ tn
is a prime, there is a minimal prime f' of \A' with f' £ m'. As A -> A' is flat it follows
f n 4 = f and f # m'. If f $ m', clearly f: = f n A $ m. Moreover, if f n A = f,f is
homogeneous iff f is. Combining these statements, we see that cm.(M') = cm(M). So
we may replace 4^ and il/ by A' resp. J/ ' , thus assuming that -40/m0 is algebraically
closed. As Ao is a field or a discrete valuation ring we find a neA0 with m0 = nA0.
To show our statement we assume that
depth (Mf) + ht(m/\) >h
for all homogeneous primes f $ m and shown that H^M) is finitely generated for all
i < h.Forh < 1 this is clear. So let A > 1. Again we may replace M by M, thus assuming
Tm(M) = 0, hence m^Ass(if). As M is graded, it follows f $ m for all f eAss(.3f).
So, we have ht{m/]) = depth (M^) + ht(xx\./\) > h for all such f. Using (4-2) we see
that H\n(M) is finitely generated. This settles in particular the case h = 2. So let
h > 2. Then, by the previous remark, it suffices to show that H^(M) is finitely
generated over A for all ie{2,...,h- 1}. As h > 2, we have Atf(m/f) > 2 for all
f e Ass (M) - {m}. It follows
8-2
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for all such f. Thus by (3-2) there is a pencil U c Ax of/-regular elements with respect
to M. As Tm(M) = 0, all xe U are even regular with respect to M. Therefore clearly
depth {(M/xM)) + ht(mft) > depth (J!ff) + to(m/f)-l ^ h-1 for all homogeneous
primes f $ m. So, by induction H\^\M/xM) is finitely generated for all i < h and all
xsU. As each element of H^.) *s annihilated by some power of m, we have:
'((H^.)) < ooo/7/n(.) is finitely generated'. Therefore we may finish our proof by
(3-5).
Remark (4.7). Let Ao = k be algebraically closed and let X be the projective k-variety
Proj (.4). Let 3? be a coherent C^-sheaf such that $F = M, where M is finitely
generated and graded. Then em(M) = min {depth (^x) + dim {ai}|a;e.X}+ 1. To see
this, choose x1...,xreA1 such that Ax = Sa^ fc. Then the open sets
form an open affine covering of X and it holds T(Xi,^) = (MX{)0, where M^ is
furnished with its canonical grading. So V(Xit 3F) [T, T'1] s M^. Now, using the
relations mentioned in (3-6) we get the following result of Serre(7):
H*(X, ^ (n)) = 0, V » < 0 o K min {depth {^x) + dim {x}\x e X}.
Remark (4-8). In the above notations, let peZ be such, that^i(X,^'|H(n)) = 0 for
all n ^ p and all Hety (such a p exists under the hypotheses of (I11), as is seen from
the proof of (2-1)). Then, analyzing the proofs of (2-1) and of (3-5) we get the following
estimates
(i) dim^JEF+^X, &(n)) < max[0, 2 dimk(H{(X,
(ii) #*+1(X,t^(n)) = 0, if n<p-
In view of these estimates, it is appropriate to choose
sn(H): = 2m>ndimfc(^(X,^|
as small as possible, in choosing H appropriately. Choosing H e^J we have exact
sequences
n ( ( ) ) n ( \ H n ( n - 1 ) ) ^ e n ( ) )
(0) (0) (0)
(xH is the one-form defining H).
These sequences show, that dimk(Hi(X,^\H(n))) takes its minimal value for a
general He$. So sn(H) takes its minimal value for all but eventually finitely many
H e ^ 8. So, in (i) and (ii) we may choose H general to get the best estimates.
Assume that H^X,^^)) = 0, Vm. Then the above sequences show that in (i) we
have equality as long as n > p, provided p is choosen maximally. In this case we
conclude inductively that dimfc(Hi(X,&\H(n)) is the same for allHe%. So the same
holds for all numbers sn{H). In particular, we then need to consider only one H to
determine p and the sequence {sn(H)\ n e Z}. If moreover sp(H) = 1, (i) holds for all n.
This is the special case in which
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